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Tasker JT4-083-90 (27 Jul SO) 

SG1A Target· I · . . 40 feet, white hull, green trim. 
ast known pos1t1on was Turks/Caicos Islands on 23 Jul. 

Possibly now in Nassau, but 

EEi: 
1 · What is the vessels location? 

2. Is it carrying contraband drugs? 

3. If yes, where? 

4· What is its destination/intentions? 
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Feedback on JTF-083-90 (27 Jul 90) 

008: (271140 JUL 90) The was detected at approximately 
2545N/7745W. It is not presently carrying drugs, but a radio conversation in English 
indicated the desire to "Speak to Ramon about it (name approximated from indistinct 
sound which sounded like "Dimone") about it." Ramon's last name (approximated from 
very indistinct sounds) is "Ras_", "Rasten_", "Rastenha" (accent on e), or 
"Rastenejas" (accent on second e). Ramon appears to be located in a large, 2-3 story 
building which has a statue of an eagle and a snake in its courtyard. The 
appears to be suited for both night fishing and very shallow-water navigation, which may 
be important for drug delivery operations. 

OOD: 271120L July 90 
Target vessel's location is 25 03'N 77 20'W, Nassau, Bahamas. It is carrying 

drugs in the form of Marijuana. They are located in the middle of the vessel, towards the 
left side. The drugs are near something round, that is surrounded by narrow, longer, 
oblong shapes on three sides. They are possibly packed in coffee. 

The people on this vessel have been drinking alcohol and smoking marijuana. 
Some are very drunk. They are scared and also paranoid. The vessel's next destination 
will be Florida, possibly near Daytona Beach. However, it plans to stay in Nassau until 
the 28th of July 90. 

OOG: (271200 JUL 90) The vessel known as was at 21 N -7 4 W in the 
recent past. The current location of the vessel is 23 N - 79 W. The vessel is involved 
with fraud and contraband which is not now drug associated. The activity of the vessel 
is to solicit contraband. 
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